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Abstract—Microwave-Induced Thermo-Acoustic Tomograpphy (MITAT) has attracted more concerns in recent years in
biomedical imaging field. It has both the high contrast of the
microwave imaging and the high resolution of ultrasound
imaging. As compared to optoacoustics, which uses instead a
pulsed light for evoking optoacoustic response, thermo-acoustic imaging has the advantage of deeper tissue penetration,
attaining the potential for wider clinical dissemination,
especially for malignant tumors. In this paper, the induced
thermo-acoustic wave propagating in a mimic biologic tissue
is simulated by numeric method Pseudo-Spectrum Time
Domain (PSTD). Due to the excellent performance in noisedepress and the stability for the fluctuation of the model
parameters, Time Reversal Mirror (TRM) imaging technique
is studied computationally for the simulative received thermo-acoustic signals. Some thermo-acoustic objects with different initial pressure distribution are designed and imaged by
TRM technique to represent the complex biologic tissue case
in a random media. The quality of images generated by TRM
technique based on PSTD method hints the potential of the
MITAT technique.
Index Terms—Microwave-Induced Thermo-Acoustic Tomography, Pseudo-Spectrum Time Domain, Time Reversal
Mirror

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent research has suggested that microwave
-induced thermo-acoustic tomography can be a powerful imaging technology with good spatial resolution. In a
MITAT system, a narrow pulse modulated microwave
irradiation is used to illuminate the biologic tissue. When
the pulsed microwave irradiation is absorbed by a tissue,
the heating and subsequent expansion of the tissue give
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rise to an instantaneous acoustic stress or pressure
distribution inside the tissue. The induced pressure
distribution prompts acoustic wave propaga- tion toward
the surface of the tissue with various time dalays. The
ultrasound transducers, which can convert mechanical
stress into electrical signals, are placed around the tissue
to record these outgoing acoustic waves, commonly
referred to as thermo-acoustic signals. These
thermo-acoustic signals carry information about the
acoustic properties of the tissue. So using these detected
acoustic waves can compute the distribution of the initial
acoustic pressure or microwave absorption, which is
related
to
the
properties
of
the
tissue.
Microwave-induced thermo-acoustic tomography in
biological tissues combines the advantages of pure
microwave imaging and pure ultrasound imaging [1], [2].
As a microwave pulse is used to irradiate the tissue, the
image of a MITAT system has higher contrast than a
conventional ultrasound system. This is because that the
high electrical (relative permittivity and electrical
conductivity) contrasts due to the significantly different
sodium concentrations, fluid contents and electrochemical properties in the different tissues, especially between
the normal soft tissue and malignant tumors (For
example, the ratios of relative permittivity and electrical
conductivity between the normal soft tissue and
malignant tumors are 1:3.75 and 1:6.75 respectively at
the frequency of 800MHz) [3]. On the other hand, the
MITAT image has higher resolution than the conventional microwave imaging. Because the velocity of acoustic wave in the soft tissue is 1.5mm/us, thermo-acoustic
signals at megahertz can provide millimeter or better
spatial resolution (Generally, the irradiated microwave in
MITAT system works in the frequency range of
400~3000MHz, and the corresponding wavelength is in
the range of 100~750mm, while the received ultrasound
is in the frequency range of 200~2000KHz, and the
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corresponding wavelength is in the range of 0.75~7.5m
m). Furthermore, a MITAT system utilizes non-ionizing
microwave pulse radiation; therefore it causes less harm
to human body compared with the X-ray imaging system
[4].
However, due to the heterogeneous of the biologic
tissue, the induced thermo-acoustic wave propagating in
it is affected. The imaging algorithm, such as BackProjection (BP), neglected this situation will decrease the
contrast and resolution of the image. Time Reversal
Mirror (TRM) technique [5] is a combination based on
wave propagation and array signals process and can well
employ the propagation information and achieve much
better resolution especially in the complex environments.
It has the ability to effectively suppress system noise due
to the characteristics of its spatial-time matched filtering.
Further more, the statistic stability due to the
self-average character of TRM technique makes it has
the capability to decrease the effects induced by random
fluctuating of the media parameter. So this technique is a
good choice for biomedical tomography.
In this paper, we present the Time Reversal Mirror
technique based on Pseudo-Spectrum Time Domain
method for the microwave-induced thermo-acoustic
imaging of biological tissue. Numerical simulations are
given to illustrate the validity of our methods.
Ⅱ.THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The thermo-acoustic effect refers to the induction of
acoustic radiation following temperature elevation due to
absorption of microwave pulse energy. The magn- itude
of thermo-acoustic response is proportional to th- e local
absorbed power density and thermoelastic properties of
the imaged tissue. The thermo-acoustic theory has been
discussed in many literature reviews such as [6]. Here,
we briefly review only the fundam- ental equations. The
v
pressure p (rv, t ) at position r and time t in an
acoustically homogeneous medium in respond to a
heat source H(rv′,t′) obeys the following equation [7]:
1 ∂2
β ∂
v
v
v
H (r ′, t ′)
∇ 2 p(r , t ) − 2 2 p(r , t ) = −
C p ∂t
c ∂t

,

(1)

Where (rv ′, t ′) and (rv, t ) mean that spatial and time coordinates of source and the ultrasound transducer
respectively. H (rv ′, t ′) is the heating function defined as
the thermal energy deposited by the energy source per
time and volume, β is the isobaric volume expansion
coefficient, C p is the heat capacity. c is the velocity of
ultrasound wave, in most biologic tissue, its value is
about 1.5mm/us. The heating function H (rv ′, t ′) can be
written as the product of a spatial absorption function
and a temporal illumination function of the microwave source:
v
v
H ( r ′, t ′) = I 0 A( r ′) ⋅η (t ′)

(2)

Where I 0 is the amplitude of the microwave pulse,
Copyright © 2011 MECS

η (t′) is the temporal profile of the microwave pulse.
v
A(r ′) is the spatial distribution of the microwave ener-

gy absorbed in the tissues. If the microwave pulse
duration is short enough so that both heat and temporal
stress are confined to the size of the desired resolutionlimited voxel [8], one may assume the excitation to be a
delta function in time
η (t ′) = δ (t ′) ,

(3)

So, the solution of equation (1) based on the free space Green’s function in the time domain can be expressed as:
v
v v
v
p(r ) = G (r , r ′) ⊗ pa (r ) ,
(4)
Where G(rv, rv′) is Green’s function, and the integral
v v
volume is a sphere defined by | r − r ′ |=| t − t ′ | ⋅c , ⊗ is
the convolute operator, and

v βI
v v
pa (r ) = 0 ∫∫∫ A(r ′)dr ,
v
v
cρ |r − r ′|=|t −t ′|c

(5)

Where pa (rv) depicts observed pressure induced by
v v
v
the A(r ′) enclosed in the sphere | r − r ′ |=| t − t ′ | ⋅c .
Obviously, pa (rv) can be got by initial pressure defined
v v
in | r − r ′ |→ 0 case:

v
pa (r ) =

∫∫∫

v v
| r − r ′| =|t − t ′|c

v v
pδ (r ′)dr

βI
v
v
pδ (r ′) = 0 A(r ′) |rv → rv′
cρ

,

(6)

The purpose of MITAT is to reconstruct the spatial
distribution of the microwave energy absorbed function
v
A(r ′) based on the received ultrasound pressure wave
v
p ( r , t ) , and we can see from the equation (6) that the
relationship between the initial pressure pδ (rv′) and the
microwave energy deposition A(rv ′) distribution is proportional. So in MITAT system, the reconstruction of the
distributions of the absorbed microwave energies
v
A(r ′) in biologic tissue is equivalent to the reconstruction of the distributions of the microwave induced
thermo-acoustic sources pδ (rv′) .
Ⅲ.TIME REVERSAL MIRROR

MITAT is an imaging problem for targets in multiple
physic field, the noise accompanying with measurement
is inevitable. Therefore, the studies of MITAT focus on
how to acquire signal with high SNR and on the image
algorithms with high stability for random parameter. The
TRM technique which combines the process of wave
propagating and array signal processing has become a
hot point in recent years. It has significant meaning for
applying TRM in MITAT.
Here we briefly describe the theory of TRM.TRM
principle is that the received signals are re-emitted into
the media with time reversal sequence, and refocused at
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the source location. The ultrasonic wave propagating is
called forward procedures, while the re-emitting is called
backward procedures.
So there have two processes in a time reversal
procedure includes the source propagates in the media,
and the received signals are re-emitted into the same
media. The first process can be depicted by equation (4),
the re-emitting and refocus imaging process can be
depicted by a convolution between the p (rv ) and Green’s function again
v
v v
v
v v
pT (r ) = G (r , r ′) ⊗ pδ (r ′) ⊗ G (r ′, r ) , (7)
For the spatial reciprocity of the Green’s function,
equation (7) can be rewritten as
v
v
v v
PT (r ) = pδ (r ′) ⊗ Γ(r , r ′)
,
(8)
v v
v v
v v
Γ(r , r ′) = G (r , r ′) ⊗ G (r ′, r )
Where Γ(rv, rv′) means the system function of the TRM process.
A. Spatial-temporal filtering of TRM
Generally, the measured signals have noise in an
actual MITAT system, so the received signals in forward procedure should be modified as
v
v
pδ′ (r ′) = pδ (r ′) + n ，
(9)
Where n is an additive noise function，equation (8)
should be modified in terms of the received signals model defined in equation (9),
v
v
v v
pT (r ′) = pδ′ (r ′) ⊗ Γ(r , r ′)
v
v v
v v ， (10)
= pδ (r ′) ⊗ R(r , r ′) + n ⊗ G (r , r ′)
Where R(rv, rv′) is the self correlation function of
v v
v
Γ(r , r ′) . For the ultrasonic wave pδ (r ′) propagating
through the system defined by G ( x f , x p ) function and
the received signals propagating again this system in
reversal time sequence, the refocused point is enhanced
N times due to the in-phase accumulation by time
reversal procedure, while the noise has not this character
contrarily. In fact, the maximum of the refocu- sed
v v
function pT (rv′) can be got at r = r ′ due to the function R(rv, rv′) . This character of the TRM technique is
usually called spatial-temporal filtering.
B. Self-average character of TRM
Self-average is another character of TRM, which
means that time reversal procedure has good statistical
stability for a heterogeneous media. Given the maximum of the ultrasonic wavelength is far less than the
distance between source and the receiver, self-average is
)
determined by the independent of the function Γ(rv, rv′, ω )
for different frequency ω1 , ω2 [9]：
) v v
) v v
E{Γ(r , r ′, ω1 ) ⋅ Γ(r , r ′, ω2 )} ≈
， (11)
) v v
) v v
E{Γ(r , r ′, ω1 )} ⋅ E{Γ(r , r ′, ω2 )} ω1 ≠ ω2
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Where E{⋅} is the operator of expectation. And there
has，
vv
E{Γ(r , r ′, t )2 } =
) vv
) vv
+∞
+∞
E{∫ dω1 ∫ dω2e−i (ω1 +ω2 )t Γ(r , r′, ω1 ) ⋅Γ(r , r′, ω2 )}
−∞
−∞
，
) vv
+∞
+∞
≈ ∫ dω1 ∫ dω2e−i (ω1 +ω2 )t E{Γ(r , r ′, ω1 )}⋅
−∞
−∞
) vv
vv
E{Γ(r , r ′, ω2 )} = E2{Γ(r , r ′, t )}
(12)
For an arbitrary small plus value γ > 0 , the relationship between the function Γ( r , r ′, t ) and its expectation
can be deduced by Chebyshev’s inequality:
v v
v v
Prob{| Γ ( r , r ′, t ) − E {Γ ( r , r ′, t )} |> γ } ≤
，
1
v v
v v
E {[ Γ ( r , r ′, t ) − E {Γ ( r , r ′, t )}]2 } ≈ 0
2
γ

(13)
The equation (12) depicts that there has the time and
frequency domain equivalent relationship for the
expectation of function Γ . And Γ(rv, rv′, t ) ≈ E{Γ(rv, rv′, t )}
can be deduced by the equation (13), that is, Γ(rv, rv′, t )
has the self-average character in statistics.
Ⅳ. PSEUDO-SPECTRUM TIME DOMAIN METHOD

The core of the TRM is the system function Γ(rv, rv′, t ) .
The exact Green’s function is difficult to present by
analytical method in terms of the complexity in an actual
media. However the numerical method is feasible for its
flexibility in modeling and computer efficiency. In this
paper, the numeric method Pseudo-Spectrum Time
Domain (PSTD) is employed to complete the forward
core in a TRM procedure, and the PSTD can also
numerical presents the Green’s function of the complex
biologic tissue easily [10], [11]. The Pseudo-S pectrum
time domain method is a higher order approxi- mation
method in the whole domain which can use the FFT to
calculate the spatial derivatives.
For the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method uses one order partial differential equation, the equation (1) should be rewritten as:
v
∂v
1
= − ∇p
∂t
ρ
,
(14)
∂p
v
= − K∇ ⋅ v
∂t
v
Where K = ρc 2 , v is the velocity of elastic media cub defined in Fig. 1, which equals to ∂ui / ∂t . The numuerical system function can get by discretizing equatio- n
(14) into N=Nx×Ny (Nx, Ny are total nodes along x and y
directions, respectively) orthogonal coordinates.
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∂W
= f (W ),W ≡ (v x , v y , p )T
∂t
, (15)
∂v y T
∂v
1 ∂p 1 ∂p
f (W ) = (−
,−
,− K ( x +
))
ρ ∂x ρ ∂y
∂x
∂y

Where superscript ‘T’ means matrix transpose， v x , v y
v

are the velocity components of v along x, y directions.
For the one order partial differential equation
regardless of vx , v y , p or W in time domain , equation
(15) can be calculated by corresponding form in the
frequency domain, and this transform can be implemented by Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and Inverse Fast
Fourier Transforms (IFFT) algorithm effectively. The
Pseudo-Spectrum Time Domain (PSTD) method is torched under those ideals. For its global high order
characteristics, far less nodes are needed than primitive
FDTD method (in order to obtain numeric precision,
usually 12-20 nodes are needed in primitive FDTD,
while only 2-8 nodes are needed in the PSTD). So, the
computation scale can be enlarged and the efficiency can
be advanced.
So the basic steps of PSTD are summarized as
follows:
1)Using FFT,generate u0 , u1 , u 2 ,...u N −1
for the nodes discretized from eq.(14)
2)Calculating jku ( k ) by multiplying
u0 , u1 , u 2 ,...u N −1 by the discretized spa
-tial frequencies,i.e.,
d
3)Obtaining
u ( x ) by using the IFFT
dx
of jku ( k )

minutes alike to get an image using Matlab codes at a
desktop computer with AMD5000+ CPU, 2G memory
configurations.
Four objects are located in this simplified two layers
background model, two circles and two rectangles
constructed like a ‘face’, with different densities and
velocities to the inner fat tissue, is used to simulate the
shapes of various tumors. And the each object, with
different initial pressure, is used to represent the
thermo-acoustic sources generated by various tumors in
actual tissue.
A. Image generated by TRM for different initial pressure objects in a certain parameter model
Firstly, the capacity of the TRM in terms of the four
objects with different initial pressure in a certain
ultrasonic velocity parameter model is studied. The
objects and the background velocity distributions are
depicted in Fig.1. The four objects are designed with 1.0,
0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.1 time strength of the initial pressure
value. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the image generat- ed by BP
and TRM technique.
3

128 sensor array with
radius 35 mm

Skin: density 1000 kg/m ,
velocity 1498 m/s

3

Fat: density 900 kg/m ,
velocity 1470 m/s

Mineral
oil: density 895
3
kg/m , velocity 1425
/

Figure.1: The certain parameter model（total nodes are: 512ⅹ512）

Ⅴ.COMPUTER SIMULATION

To validate the availability of TRM technique based
on PSTD method, a simplified model with two layers
structures immersed into mineral oil is used to mimic the
biologic tissue background. The out layer is a 3mm thick
skin, the inner is fat tissue, their density and ultrasonic
velocity parameter details are defined by literature [12].
The scales of simulative domain are 76 mmⅹ76 mm, the
total discrete nodes are N = 512ⅹ512, in which 8 nodes
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) are assigned at each
edge around. The time step is set as 1.860e-2 μ s , and the
total iterative steps are 2900. 128 sensors are equably
positioned at a circle with a radius 35mm. In the forward
procedure, the thermo-acoustic source is set as Gaussian
pulse with the center frequency 1.5 MHz 、 relative
bandwidth BW = 1.0、duration 1.35 μ s and maximum
pressure of 106 Pascal （ initial pressure of other
simulative domain is set at 105 Pascal ） , the
thermo-acoustic waves are propagating and received by
the 128 sensors. While in the backward procedure, the
received signals are re-emitted into the simulative
domain by these sensors in time reversal sequence, and
refocused imaging. For the computation- al scale is
uniform, each simulative procedure spends about 20
Copyright © 2011 MECS

Figure 2. Image generated by BP
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Figure 5. Image generated by BP with contaminated signals
Figure 3. Image generated by TRM.

It can be read from the Fig.2 and Fig.3 that images
generated by BP and TRM technique are both can
distinguish the four objects. Both images are refocused
very well at the original initial pressure sources as
expected. The different area has been clearly imaged
with different strength also. The weak objects such as the
mouth in the image generated by BP method can read
reluctantly, while the mouth imaged by TRM technique
can read clearly.
B. The image generated by TRM for the received signals with added noise
Secondly, a more close to actual situation that the
received signals are contaminated by noise is studied. In
this case, given the model and objects still have certain
velocity parameter distributions, but the re-emitted
signals are the received signals with added Gaussian
White noise artificially. Fig.4 is the compare between the
original signal and the contaminated signals by add- ed
noise. The average amplitude comparison between the
original signal and the contaminated signals is -10 dB.
Fig.5 and Fig.6 are the images generated by BP and
TRM technique with contaminated signals.
Despite promising characteristics, MITAT has not yet
become a mainstream imaging approach partly due to
signal-to-noise ratio(SNR). With the character of spatial-temporal matched filtering and self-average, TRM

Figure 6. Image generated by TRM with contaminated signals.

can well improve the problem of SNR.
The refocused image generated by TRM is agreed
very well with the objects defined in Fig.4 with good
contrast. The weakest strength of the focused image
mouth is larger than the averaged background 20 dB.
While the image generated by BP algorithm is low-grade
even in contrast and resolution, only big eye with the
strongest initial pressure in all the four objects can be
distinguished actually, and the contrast of it is about 3dB
to the average background value.
C. The self-average character of the TRM technique in a
random parameter model
At last, the self-average capacity of the TRM technique for a model with random velocity parameter is
studied in terms of the heterogeneousness of an actual
tissue. Fig.7 is the map of the random velocity parameter distribution of the model and the objects. The random
amplitude ratio to the certain model is 10%. Fig.8 is the
image generated by TRM technique in this random
model with SNR = -10 dB added noise signals same as
theⅤ. B schedule.

Figure 4. The compare between the original and the added noise

Copyright © 2011 MECS
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